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ABSTRACT

The debate in common law systems over whether the advancement of constitutionalism is primarily a task for the judicial or political branch has been an ongoing and protracted one. Political constitutionalists reject the delegation of important constitutional questions – which are considered essentially political in nature (which, in turn, may also involve characterising rights claims as political claims to be balanced against other political, social or economic claims) – to the judiciary. Conversely, legal constitutionalists doubt the capacity of the political branches to properly accord respect to constitutional norms, especially rights, in a way that sufficiently protects individual liberty. This is a role for the common law and the courts instead. Some theorists propose moving past this binary view of constitutionalism. Instead, we should embrace the fact that constitutions are now mixed. Others emphasise the need for a cooperative exchange or “dialogue” between the judicial and political branches of government on constitutional questions. This paper aims to take these debates even further, by focusing specifically on the need to recognise the role of the executive as a constitutional actor. Thus far, theorists have considered the relative advantages of legislative bodies and the judiciary in advancing constitutionalism. Indeed, commentators have critically noted this skewed focus on parliamentary politics. With this vision of political constitutionalism, the focus of the critique of the judicial branch is a discussion of the relative advantages of the deliberative and electorate-responsive approach to constitutional questions that is part of parliamentary politics. Any discussion of the executive is generally restricted to those constitutional actions and decisions that have been reviewed and ruled on as constitutional by judges or that have been subject to validating deliberation or codification by the legislature and then it is the latter judicial or legislative norm that is the authoritative source of the relevant constitutional norm. This paper aims at moving the constitutionalism debate beyond one that pits the legislature and the judiciary against each other, to reflect the constitutional activities of the executive. This push to look beyond the judicial and legislative context is not triggered by skepticism about either branch but by the need to better reflect in constitutional theory the way that government is organised and the way constitutional solutions are initiated and operationalised. Rather, the objective is to acknowledge the executive as an additional and under-theorised contributor to the advancement of constitutionalism. There is a significant amount of constitutional activity taking place outside of the legislature and courts: it is occurring in the polycentric, nuanced and negotiated decision-making environment of the executive. This paper looks at what kinds of decisions by the executive may be constitutionally significant and authoritative and why. This paper is unique in its ambition. It does not seek to set out a definitive theory of executive constitutionalism. Rather – as a prelude to a theory – it sets out the different anatomical components of a prospective theory.
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